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 Welcome! Opening prayer, praise reports
 FCCI news
 Today’s topic: Building a Kingdom Focus, Part Two
This winter, we’re using FCCI’s Pathway to Purpose content as the basis for our
discussions. At our last meeting, we covered part one of “Building a Kingdom Focus,”
prepared by former FCCI CEO Kent Humphreys. To recap, we covered several
principles from John 17: Inclusiveness, Intimacy, Revelation, Provision, Sphere of
Influence, and Generational transfer. Today we’ll cover part two of Kent’s teaching:
Unity (John 17:11, 21, 22, 23). Unity is evidence of God @ work vs. strife and discord.
Community (John 17:12). As we seek unity, we’ll experience community.
Integration (John 17:15). CBOs go deeper in integrating their faith within their spheres of influence.
Transformation (John 17:17). As we are transformed, the city is transformed.
Multiplication (John 17:20). Organic growth over time, in expanded geography, is a natural outcome.
Relationship (John 26). People institutionalize and organize structures; Kingdom-building is relationships.
Where in your life have you seen “unity?” Where are the places that you could be more “unified?”
How have you made efforts to create a sense of “community” where you live? Work? Play?
Without taking yourself out of your spheres of influence, how can you (if properly equipped) make a
difference? Are there ways that you can equip others to do the same?
Name one major area of transformation in your life.
How can you expand and multiply your current vision to include “the nations?”
Give an example of a relationship within the organization that made a world of difference in your life
or in the life of someone else.
Evaluate yourself from 1 (weak) to 10
(strong) in terms of Kingdom FRUIT.
Why did you give yourself this rating?
What benefits might you enjoy by being
more FRUITFUL for His Kingdom in 2013?
What specific actions can you take to bear
more FRUIT for His Kingdom in 2013?
 Next meeting on 2/6/13
 Other news/announcements
 Closing prayer
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